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R¡ma-story in the
NarasiÆhapur¡¸a and

K£rmapur¡¸a: An Appraisal

Dr. Satya Vrat Varma & Dr. Charulata Varma

The wide popularity of the R¡ma- cult has resulted in the
production of a vast mass of literature down the ages. While
retaining its core genius almost intact, the R¡ma-story in its
unending march acquired diverse contours, and underwent
drastic deviations in its various episodes which subsequently
settled down as independent recensions of the immortal
narrative. With the R¡m¡ya¸as in the neighbouring countries
of South East Asia betraying amazing, occasionally baffling,
variations, the recensions have assumed wider overtones. It is
a measure of the strong hold the R¡ma-story has on the Indian
psyche that besides the R¡ma-related literature, other notable
writings also tend to detail it with perceptible gusto. Some of
the Pur¡¸as have an equally deep fascination for the epic story.
The various aspects and peculiarities of the R¡ma-story as met
with in the Bh¡gavatapur¡¸a, have been discussed elsewhere.

1

The authors of the NarasiÆhapur¡¸a (NP)
2 
and the K£rmapur¡¸a

(KP)
3
 also seem to be deeply enamoured of the R¡ma-saga,
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and have detailed it in keeping with their respective parameters.
While the NP has dealt with it at quite some length in six
chapters (47-52) under ViÀ¸u's R¡m¡vat¡ra, the account in the
KP (I.20) is focused on its salient facets. The R¡ma-story as
set forth in the NP, though considerably detailed, has the
appearance of a carelessly crafted compendium of a R¡m¡ya¸a,
perhaps that of V¡lm¢ki. Its imprecise language and shaky style
have doubtless emanated from a hasty exercise in versification.
The various episodes and events detailed in the two Pur¡¸as
are marked by some notable deviations/ innovations which tend
to impart them a pleasing freshness. A perceptive appraisal
thereof would serve to bring into relief the vast potential of
the R¡macarita to unfold itself in myriad ways.

(i) S¢t¡'s Birth

The most reliable version of S¢t¡'s birth, as recorded in
the V¡lm¢ki-R¡m¡ya¸a, attributes divine origin (ayonij¡) to
her. S¢t¡ is said therein to have emerged from one of the
furrows as Janaka was ploughing the field to level it for a
sacrifice. She was named S¢t¡ to accord with the place of
her origin (furrow- s¢t¡).

4
 While her divine origin is broadly

accepted in the subsequent R¡ma-literature, the Vasudevahi¸·¢
of SaÆghad¡sa Ga¸i (fifth century) and most of the alien
R¡m¡ya¸¡s following it, have enigmatically shifted her
parenthood to the demon couple R¡va¸a and Mandodar¢. She,
the aforesaid sources would have us believe, was R¡va¸a's
daughter born of Mandodar¢, but was discarded in the ocean
to escape the misery, as the soothsayers predicted, she was
to spell to the R¡kÀasa race. After a series of miraculous
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happenings she reached Janaka, the king of Mithil¡, who
adopted her as his daughter. The R¡kÀasa-kany¡ thus became
Janaka-kany¡.

5
 The NP seems to concur with the traditional

account of S¢t¡'s birth, though it has shunned specific mention
thereof. The KP, on the other hand, expressly subscribes to
her divine origin. But far from cropping up from a furrow,
she is said to have been gifted to Janaka by goddess P¡rvat¢,
perhaps as a reward for his hard austrities.

6
 To treat S¢t¡ as

a divine gift is a remarkable innovation introduced by the
author of the KP. That adds a new aura to her divine origin,
and heightens her piety beyond measure.

(ii) Vi¿v¡mitra's Arrival at Ayodhy¡

Vi¿v¡mitra's visit to Ayodhy¡ to enlist R¡ma's services
for safeguarding his hermitage from the gory depredations of
the demons, though not a major event by itself, contains the
seeds of some momentous events that subsequently unfold
themselves in the epic. The NP has accorded considerable
importance to the episode and has accordingly made notable
changes in it. Da¿aratha is virtually shaken to know the purpose
of the sage's visit---yajµasya rakÀa¸¡rthaÆ dehi tvaÆ
r¡malakÀma¸au (ILVII. 50). He brusquely tells the sage that
in view of their adolescent years, his sons were hardly equipped
to deal with the mighty challenge. He instead offers himself
along with his four-limbed army to foil the evil designs of the
demons. He is, however, flabbergasted when told by
Vi¿v¡mitra in plain words that it was R¡ma, not he (Da¿aratha),
who could repulse the menace (ILVII. 54). Da¿aratha was left
with no option but to hand over the adolescent sons to the sage,

9
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but he does not hesitate in issuing him a warning of sorts that
the mothers of the boys, unless they are returned ere long, may
not survive the shock (ILVII. 56-57). In order to reassure the
king, Vi¿v¡mitra apprises him of the divinity of his sons.
Da¿aratha agrees to send R¡ma and Lak¿ma¸a with the sage
for fear of his curse, but he is terribly perturbed and runs after
Vi¿v¡mitra to insist upon him the urgency to send back his
sons at the earliest (ILVII. 62-64).

The episode, as detailed in the NP, seems to be a soft version
of its counterpart in V¡lm¢ki, which interestingly vacillates
between the two extremes. Da¿aratha is therein overjoyed at the
sage's visit and assures him to do his bidding, but refuses point
blank to send the princes with him---b¡laÆ me tanayaÆ brahman
naiva d¡sy¡mi putrakam.

7
 Vi¿v¡mitra is filled with anger at the

king's quaint behaviour. It was at the intercession of VasiÀ¶ha
that he consented to the sage's tall demand.

8

The feared death of the mothers in the absence of the
princes, dread of the sage's curse and Da¿aratha's child-like
behaviour in running after him that distinguish the version in
the NP are conspicuous by their absence in V¡lm¢ki. They
have been introduced for sure to lend the episode a measure
of dramatics, and to emphasise Da¿aratha's deep love for his
sons and Vi¿v¡mitra's spiritual might.

(iii) Svayamvara and Dhanurbha´ga

S¢t¡'s svayamvara, as conducted in the NP and KM, is
also marked by notable variation. After Vi¿v¡mitra's sacrifice
concluded unhindered following the liquidation of the menac-

10



ing demons by R¡ma, the sage decided to send the princes back
to Ayodhy¡, though a desire was lurking in his mind that they
should return married---k¤tad¡ro may¡ neyo r¡maÅ
kamalalocanaÅ (ILVII. 99). He therefore left for Mithil¡ where
king Janaka was conducting svayamvara for his daughter S¢t¡.
Mahe¿vara's mighty bow, that, according to the NP, had
emerged (samutpannam) for S¢t¡'s svayamvara itself, was
placed in the ma¸·apa as its prerequisite. The KP has it that
the bow was gifted to Janaka by Lord N¢lalohita for destroying
his enemies, which, however, was prescribed by him as a
condition of the svayamvara. 'Whoever of the gods, demons
and men is able to break the formidable bow, will have S¢t¡
as his wife' (I. XX. 22-23). Curiously the KP makes no mention
of the svayamvara. The NP, on the other hand, is unequivocal
in asserting that all the brave kÀatriya suitors did their utmost
to lift and string the bow but fell flat on the ground successively
(ILVII. 106-107). After the rival suitors failed with the divine
bow, it was shifted to its fixed venue, with Janaka eagerly
waiting for R¡ma to arrive at Mithil¡ (ILVII. 108).

It is after it that R¡ma appears on the scene. Vi¿v¡mitra
urges Janaka to give S¢t¡ to R¡ma in marriage. The divine bow
was brought back to the ma¸·apa. The moment R¡ma
strung the bow and twanged it, it broke into pieces (ILVII. 118-
119). The miraculous feat incensed the frustrated suitors, who
were still camping at Mithil¡, to rise in unison against R¡ma,
but were so thoroughly routed by him that they had to flee for
life. LakÀma¸a wanted to give them a hot chase, but was held
back from the adventure by Janaka and Vi¿v¡mitra (ILVII. 127).

R¡ma-story in the NarasiÆhapur¡¸a and K£rmapur¡¸a: An Appraisal 211
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After Da¿aratha arrived at Mithil¡ with his entourage, S¢t¡
was wedded to R¡ma, while his three other comely daughters
were given to LakÀma¸a, Bharata and áatrughna.

9

It is evident from the account in the NP that S¢t¡'s
svayamvara and dhanurbha´ga were two distinct events,
separated in time, which however was not long as the failed
suitors were still around the corner in Mithil¡. Interestingly,
they have been treated as such (=separately) in V¡lm¢ki's
R¡m¡ya¸a as well, though a long gap is said to have
intervened between the two.

10
 In the epic the disgruntled rulers

launch a concerted attack on Mithil¡, which Janaka could
repulse with quite some effort.

11
 They did not lock horns with

R¡ma as he was not a participant in that svayamvara.
According to the R¡m¡ya¸a the girls married to Bharata and
áatrughna were not the daughters of Janaka, but that of his
younger brother Ku¿adhvaja.

12

R¡ma's encounter with the fiery sage Para¿ur¡ma in the
NP also betrays a modicum of deviation from the known
version. Para¿ur¡ma arrogantly asks R¡ma to shed his name
as it was (mis-) appropriated from his longer name or take
up arms. R¡ma chooses the latter option. As soon as he
twanged the bow, the VaiÀ¸ava tejas deserted Para¿ur¡ma's
body and joined R¡ma. The irascible sage was convinced that
R¡ma was none else but ViÀ¸u (ILVII. 147-151).

(iv) Kaikey¢'s Boon: R¡ma's Exile

Not unlike the V¡lm¢ki-R¡m¡ya¸a, the NP mentions two
'promises' made to Kaikey¢ by Da¿aratha, but has slashed

12



down the duration of R¡ma's exile to twelve years (ILVIII.
49-50). The KP, on the other hand, reduces the so-called varas
to one (I. XX. 28). Da¿aratha in the latter text readily accepts
Kaikey¢'s demand to enthrone Bharata instead of R¡ma, but
thereby undergoes severe agony at heart (I. XX. 29).

(v) Misadventure of á£rpa¸akh¡

The author of the NP has made some remarkable changes
in the well-known episode of á£rpa¸akh¡, which combine to
heighten its interest quite substantially. á£rpa¸akh¡ in the NP
backs up her marriage- proposal to R¡ma with 'practical logic'.
"R¡ma should marry her because of her expertise in the sexual
game, and discard S¢t¡ because she was ignorant of the finesse
of the art" (ILIX. 40). While directing her to LakÀma¸a, R¡ma
repeats the reason met with in the epic, 'LakÀma¸a would
accept her as he did not have his wife with him here' (ILIX.
42). The most striking thing about á£rpa¸akh¡'s exchanges
with R¡ma is that she insists upon him to direct LakÀma¸a
to this effect in writing. And surprise of the surprise is that
R¡ma duly hands over to her a letter addressed to LakÀma¸a.
The letter, however, turns out to be her undoing. In obedience
to his brother's command, --- chindhy asy¡ n¡sik¡m (IL IX.
44), LakÀma¸a promptly deforms her by cutting her nose and
ears to punish her for her audacious advances.

(vi) Abduction of S¢t¡

The episode of S¢t¡'s abduction has acquired a political
colouring in the NP and has been executed with diplomatic
skill. After LakÀma¸a had left to bail out his elder brother from
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the supposed impasse, R¡va¸a comes to her in the guise of
an anchorite and tells her that Bharata has arrived in the forest
to persuade R¡ma to return to Ayodhy¡, and the latter has all
but accepted his request. The parleys between the two were
nearing conclusion, and so were your miseries in the forest.
R¡ma, he confides to her, has asked him (R¡va¸a) to bring
S¢t¡ to the venue of the talks by an aerial car. S¢t¡ moves in
the trap laid by the sham sage. No sooner did she step in the
car than it flew southwards. The anchorite reverts to his original
form. The hapless S¢t¡ was left crying (ILIX. 81-89).

The diplomatic tinge to the daring act of abduction tends
to impart it unusual overtones and bespeaks R¡va¸a's anxiety
to make the operation as fool- proof as possible.

(vii) Killing of Kabandha: Friendship with Sugr¢va

According to the NP R¡ma's encounter with the
udaremukha Kabandha took place in the course of his search
for S¢t¡. R¡ma burnt him down with a volley of arrows which
resulted in his attaining a divine status/ form. He urges R¡ma
to befriend Sugr¢va who was sure to discover S¢t¡.

13
 'Your

mere plea to Sugr¢va would suffice to achieve the cherished
goal' (ILIX. 131-132). While the episode is described in the
NP at some length, it is merely hinted at in the KP. It (KP)
makes a pointed mention of friendship between R¡ma and
Sugr¢va, but the killing of V¡lin is conspicuous by its omission
there (I. XX.34). J¡mbv¡n tells R¡ma on the RÀyam£ka
mountain that the ornaments thrown down by S¢t¡ from the
plane, were seen by him and Ja¶¡yu. It was evident from

14



Ja¶¡yu's statement that S¢t¡ was abducted by R¡va¸a and was
currently living in La´k¡ (NP, L. 87-94). J¡mbv¡n was firm
in his assertion that though each monkey was able to cross
the ocean but the stupendous feat of locating S¢t¡ could be
carried out by Hanum¡n alone (NP, L. 159-162).

14
 The KP

has it that Hanum¡n beheld S¢t¡ in La´k¡, under a tree, at
a secluded place, surrounded by a host of demonesses (I. XX.
38).  R¡ma, according to it (KP), had liquidated in the war
not only R¡va¸a but his wives, brothers and sons also (I. XX.
45-47). These are the two significant innovations made by the
author of the KP which merit attention.

(viii) S¢t¡'s Ordeal and Expulsion

The NP and KP concur fully in describing the post- war
events. They seem to be indebted to the Adhy¡tma R¡m¡ya¸a
for them. After the war ended, Lord áiva, according to the
NP, appears in person and vouches for S¢t¡'s chastity. R¡ma
leaves for Ayodhy¡ with S¢t¡, then and there (L11. 119-120).
Both the Pur¡¸as are also one in omitting the public slander
about S¢t¡'s chastity and her resultant expulsion from
Ayodhy¡.  It was simply not possible for the authors of the
NP and KP to entertain such lousy thoughts with respect to
S¢t¡, who was to them as good as a goddess, a perfect
specimen of womanhood.
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deliberation. It runs counter to his former statement.
tam ¤te s¡garaÆ gantuÆ v¡nar¡¸¡Æ na vidyate/
NP, L. 97.
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Great Exponents of the Ved¡nta

Dr. V. Nithyanantha Bhat

1. Gau·ap¡da

2. áa´kara

3. Bh¡skara

4. Y¡muna

5. R¡m¡nuja

6. Nimb¡rka

7. Madhva

8. Vallabha

9. ár¢ Caitanya

10. ár¢ Ramakrishna

1. Gau·ap¡da

Gau·ap¡da (6th century CE), well-known as
Gau·ap¡d¡c¡rya was an early medieval era Hindu philosopher
and scholar of the Advaita Ved¡nta school of Hindu
philosophy. áa´kara's teacher Govinda Bhagavatp¡da is said
to be the direct disciple of Gau·ap¡da. áa´kara refers to
Gaudap¡da as the "Teacher's teacher". Gau·ap¡da was the
expounder of non-dualistic aspect of the Ved¡nta. He became
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well-known by writing the K¡rika, a commentary on the
M¡¸·£kya UpaniÀad. áa´kara remarked : "The M¡¸·£kya
UpaniÀad, with the K¡rika, embodies in itself the quintessence
of all the UpaniÀads or Ved¡nta."

1
 According to V.

Subrahmania Iyer, Gau·ap¡da's distinction lies in "the
emphasis he lays on the impossibility of reaching the highest
truth unless the totality of human experience or knowledge
be taken into account."

2
 Philosophy, according to Gau·ap¡da,

is "an interpretation of the totality of human experience or
the whole of life from the standpoint of truth."

2. áa´kara

áa´kara (7th century CE), well-known as áa´kar¡c¡rya
was one of the greatest of Indian philosophers. áa´kara is ranked
among the greatest spiritual leaders in the history of the world.
He was the propounder of the world--acclaimed philosophy---
Advaita Ved¡nta, which is the non-dualistic aspect of the Vedic
teachings. About áa´kara's greatness as a philosopher, Swami
Prabhavananda says: "By means of his remarkable clearness, his
supreme wisdom, and his profound spirituality he has so
stamped himself upon Ved¡nta that it has remained the paragon
of Indian philosophy, and has given solace to the sorrowful heart
of a large segment of mankind."

3
 áa´kara sums up his

philosophy thus, "Brahman---the absolute existence, knowl-
edge, and bliss---is real. The universe is not real. Brahman and
the Ëtman are one". In his works áa´kara discusses the unity
of the Ëtman and Nirgu¸a Brahman ("Brahman without
attributes"). His major works include commentaries on Brahma
S£tras, Principal UpaniÀads and the Bhagavad G¢t¡.
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áa´kara's works laid the foundation of Advaita Ved¡nta
school of Hindu Philosophy. His doctrine of Advaita Ved¡nta
is considered the source from which the main currents of
modern Indian thought are derived. According to Dr. S.
Radhakrishnan, áa´kar¡c¡rya is "one of the immortals of
India's cultural history . . . like other exponents in this country,
he never claimed for himself any kind of originality for his
teachings. His originality was in reinterpreting the great
traditions of the country to suit the conditions of the time.
He reinterpreted the teachings of the UpaniÀads, the
Bhagavadg¢t¡, etc., in a manner which would appeal to the
cultivated minds of his generation. His interpretation was in
the form of a new creation."

4

3. Bh¡skara

Bh¡skara was an Indian philosopher who propounded the
Bhedabheda school of Ved¡nta philosophy. He wrote
commentaries on the Brahma S£tras. Bh¡skara advocated
bhakti as dhy¡na (meditation) directed toward the transcen-
dental Brahman. He refuted the idea of M¡ya. Bh¡skara's
theory of Bhedbhedav¡da is a doctrine of identity in difference.
He taught that the union with Brahman is the supreme goal.
As the means of achieving this, Bh¡skara, as other Ved¡ntic
thinkers, offers the ideal of non-attachment, and the worship
of and meditation upon Brahman.

4. Y¡muna

Y¡muna, was a VisiÀ¶h¡dvaita philosopher. Y¡muna
explains his philosophy as follows: "God is the supreme being.
He is the whole, of which the individual souls are the parts.
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We are related to Him as the waves of the ocean to the ocean.
The universe is the transformation of God. God is its soul;
the visible world is His body." According to Y¡muna, the
highest ideal is to take refuge in the Lord and surrender oneself
completely to Him.

5. R¡m¡nuja

R¡m¡nuja (c. 1017---1137 CE), was an Indian philoso-
pher, theologian, and social reformer. R¡m¡nuja was the
Exponent of Vi¿iÀ¶¡dvaita which is one of the most popular
schools of the Ved¡nta philosophy. Vi¿iÀ¶h¡dvaita or Qualified
Non-dualism is said to have grown out of VaiÀ¸ava movement
in South India from 7

th
 Century. R¡m¡nuja considered the love

and worship of God and complete surrender to Him, as the
highest ideal and the ultimate goal. His philosophical
foundations for devotionalism influenced the Bhakti Move-
ment. He believed that the material world and human beings,
though different have a real existence of their own as the body
of Brahman, who is their soul and controlling power. Non-
dualistic philosophy admits plurality of both matter and souls,
but believes in all diversity subsuming to an underlying unity
which is Brahman.

While áa´kara believed that knowledge is self-luminous,
light itself and absolute and is therefore apart from and beyond
the relation of subject and object,  R¡m¡nuja, on the other
hand, does not take into consideration knowledge that is self-
luminous and absolute. According to him Knowledge is always
relative, and in it there is always a distinction between subject
and object.
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6. Nimb¡rka

Nimb¡rka, (13th c) was a saint, philosopher, and an
astronomer. He founded the devotional sect called Nimb¡rkas,
who worshipped the deity K¤À¸a and his consort, R¡dha.
Nimb¡rka's philosophy is based on Bhedabheda, or dualism
in non-dualism. In His personal aspect, Brahman possesses
attributes, and from Him as person has issued the universe
of name and form. Nimb¡rka lays stress upon both knowledge
and devotion as means of attaining freedom. According to him,
there are three categories of existence, namely Ì¿vara (God),
cit (j¢va, the individual soul), and acit (lifeless matter).

7. Madhva

Madhva (1238---1317 CE) known as Madhv¡carya, is
one of the greatest saints of India. He expounded the Dvaita
Ved¡nta. In contrast to áa´kara's non-dualism and R¡m¡nuja's
qualified non-dualism, Madhva championed unqualified
dualism. Madhva wrote commentaries on the chief UpaniÀads,
the Bhagavad G¢t¡ and the Brahma S£tra. Dvaita Ved¡nta is
a theistic philosophy which identifies Brahman with N¡r¡ya¸a,
or more specifically ViÀ¸u. But it is more explicitly pluralistic.
Madhva emphasised difference between soul and Brahman. 

 
He

also advocated for a difference in degrees in the possession
of knowledge, and also for differences in the enjoyment of
bliss even in the case of liberated souls.

Madhva's doctrine of the five-fold nature of difference
asserts that there are five real kinds of differences: (1) between
Brahman and the individual soul, (2) between Brahman and
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the material world, (3) between the soul and the material
world, (4) between individual souls, and (5) between individual
material things.

He taught that all knowledge is relative. He did not admit
áa´kara's principle of Absolute knowledge, or the transcen-
dental consciousness in which all distinction between
knowledge, the knower, and the known vanishes. According
to Madhva, "no knowledge can be known without the knower
and the known." . . . On theory of knowledge, Madhva erects
his theory of the objective reality of the world. According to
him, the world is real because it is perceived as such.

8. Vallabha

Vallabha (1479---1531 CE), well-known as Vallabh¡c¡rya,
was an Indian saint and philosopher who founded the K¤À¸a-
centred PuÀti sect of VaiÀ¸avism in the Braj region of India.
Vallabha is known for his Bhakti movement. He founded the
VaiÀ¸ava sect called Rudra. He is known for his love and
devotion for the divine incarnation of ár¢ K¤À¸a. Brahman in
His aspect of love is the centre of Vallabha's teaching.
Brahman is personal; that is, He is endowed with divine
attributes. He also possesses a spiritual body, which is blissful.
To love K¤À¸a as the Beloved, as this love is depicted in the
Bh¡gavatam, is regarded by Vallabha as the highest
achievement in life. He became one of the important leaders
of the Bhakti movement. Vallabha rejected asceticism and
monastic life, suggested that through loving devotion to God
K¤À¸a, any householder could achieve salvation --- an idea
that became influential all over India.
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9. ár¢ Caitanya

ár¢ Caitanya was a 15th century Indian saint and an ardent
devotee of R¡dha and K¤À¸a. Caitanya's mode of worshipping
K¤À¸a with ecstatic song and dance had a profound effect on
VaiÀ¸avism in Bengal. He was also the chief proponent of
the Ved¡ntic philosophy of Acintya Bhedabheda Tattva.
Caitanya founded Gau·¢ya VaiÀ¸avism. He expounded Bhakti
yoga and popularized the chanting of the Hare K¤À¸a
Mah¡mantra.

10. ár¢ Ramakrishna

ár¢ Ramakrishna Paramahamsa was a mystic, saint, and
religious leader in 19th century Bengal. ár¢ Ramakrishna was
influenced by several religious traditions, including devotion
toward the Goddess Kali, Tantra, Bhakti and Advaita Ved¡nta.
As a priest at the Dakshineshwar K¡li Temple, his mystical
temperament and ecstasies gradually gained him widespread
acknowledgement. And this attracted to him several spiritual
teachers, social leaders, and common people who eventually
became his disciples. His chief disciple Swami Vivekananda
founded the Ramakrishna Math, which provides spiritual
training for monastics and householder devotees. And the
Ramakrishna Mission was founded to provide charity, social
work and education.

The following is ár¢ Ramakrishna's message to the world
as quoted by Swami Vivekananda:

"Do not depend on doctrines, do not depend on dogmas,
or sects, or churches, or temples; they count for little compared
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with the essence of existence in man, which is divine; and
the more this divinity is developed in man, the more powerful
is he for good. Earn that spirituality first, acquire that, and
criticize no one, for all doctrines and creeds have some good
in them. Show by your lives that religion does not mean words,
or names, or sects, but that it means spiritual realisation. Only
those can understand who have felt.   Only those who have
attained to spirituality can communicate to others, can be great
teachers of mankind. They alone are the powers of light."

5

The following four ideas are considered to be the
fundamental ideas of all the philosophies discussed above: (1)
God is (2) God can be realized (3) to realize God is the
Supreme goal of human experiences and (4) God can be
realized in many ways.
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Jµ¡nottara Karma: Madhva's
Ideal of Realization

Dr. Syamala K. & Dr. P.I. Devaraj

The famous Bhagavad G¢t¡, the most popular exposition
of Hindu Philosophy, religion, and way of life is a part of
the Mah¡bh¡rata. It comes under Bh¢Àmaparva. Its ethical
parts have decisively influenced the later Hindu philosophers
and lawgivers to the extent that they have called it the 'Fifth
Veda.' The ethics of the G¢t¡ intends to ensure the proper
development of all aspects of man. It has synthesized both
social and individual interests. The ultimate end, no doubt,
is absolute perfection of the individual, but his perfection can
be attained only through consolidation of society on the one
hand and God realization on the other. According to the G¢t¡,
the only way of freeing the soul from its various limitations
is social service and devotion to God. This is a humanistic
ideal which is attainable either through knowledge, devotion,
or action. The G¢t¡ provides a detailed consideration of each
of these paths. It provides a harmonious blend of external
action and internal peace, activism and renunciation,
involvement and detachment, knowledge and devotion,
individual freedom and social responsibility. Thus, the most
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important teaching of this scripture is devotion to one's duties
in society. When each one does his duty without selfish
desires, the well-being and the solidarity to the world is
preserved.

There are several commentaries on the G¢t¡. The chief
commentators of G¢t¡ are áa´kara, R¡m¡nuja, Madhva,
Nimb¡rka, Vallabha etc. They all agree about the central point
of the Gita teachings which is activism or karma yoga. In this
paper we would like to highlight the importance of Madhva's
interpretation of karmayoga in Bhagavad G¢t¡ through his
concept of Jµ¡nottara karma.

Ethical teachings of the G¢t¡

The Bhagavad G¢t¡ is regarded as the highest exposition
of the ethical philosophy of Indian thought. Some Indian
thinkers are of the view that the G¢t¡ transforms the
metaphysical idealism of the UpaniÀads into theism so as to
adapt idealism to the daily life and problems of man. While
the UpaniÀads enshrine the intuitions of Brahman and the
Ved¡nta s£tras establish their metaphysical basis, the G¢t¡
brings out the essentials of the ethical notions of the UpaniÀads
and dispels the misconception that Ved¡nta does not stress
the moral values of experience. The aim of the G¢t¡ is a
synthetic harmonization of apparently contradictory views of
bringing out their common and significant feature. This is
clearly stated by Srinivasachari when he wrote, "As
distinguished from the exclusive methods of other schools of
ethics, the G¢t¡'s approach to the problem of conduct is
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synthetic in character. According to the G¢t¡, states of moral
life are stages in a continuous development which culminates
in the realization of the Self in a state of kaivalya. Morality
has its ultimate meaning in the faith that goodness is grounded
in God and that He alone as the PuruÀottama who is supra-
personal, is the absolutely good and is the pattern of perfection.
The apprehension of God as the ground and goal of goodness,
an approximation to Him by an appropriate attitude governing
the details of our daily life and conduct and the attainment
of the supreme stage of the pure consciousness of the Perfect
Self--- these are the distinctive features of the G¢t¡ ethics. The
ethical philosophy of the G¢t¡ pictures both an ascent and a
descent. It goes up from the empirical to the transcendental
and comes down from the absolute stage of realization of the
Supreme Self to the practical concern of everyday life."

1 
Here

we can see that the ascent from sensibility to spirituality is
the essential part of the G¢t¡ ethics as according to it, in the
final stage discerning faith transforms every deed into an act
of devotion to God.

The idea of NiÀk¡ma karma which we have discussed
above is the most unique contribution of the Bhagavad G¢t¡
to the ethical thought of India. It is based on the universality
of karma and it implies the necessity of acting from respect
for the imperative of duty. Hence it stands for duty done for
its own sake, not out of desire for, or attachment to, its
consequences. The theory of niÀk¡ma karma does not stand
for renunciation of activity or karma yoga, but it stands for
the renunciation of the fruit of action or karmaphalaty¡ga. It
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is freedom in action and not freedom from action. For karma
yoga, the act should be viewed not as a means, but as an
end itself. It refers to non-attachment action or desireless action
which means absence of only the narrow egoistic desires. It
is not inaction but action par excellence. In other words, it
is duty for duty's sake. When one practises niÀk¡ma karma
and becomes a karma yogin, his nature and character will be
such that only good acts follow out his nature quite
automatically. Again, niÀk¡ma karma prohibits only actions
which are done with narrow egoistic passions. Instead of
egoistic passions it gives importance to altruistic and
spiritualistic aims.

The aim of the Bhagavad G¢t¡ is to find out a golden
mean between the two ideals of action and contemplation,
preserving the excellence of both. This means karma yoga
because though it does not abandon activity, it preserves the
spirit of renunciation. Arjuna who undertakes to fight suddenly
wants to withdraw from it when he sees his friends and
relatives in the opposite side of the battlefield of KurukÀetra.
Here he really forgets his duty as a warrior and KÀatriya. His
love for his kith and kin makes him withdraw from his duty.
But K¤À¸a reminds him about it and makes him capable to
do duty and fight as a soldier in the war of Mah¡bh¡rata.
"Sri K¤À¸a's teachings are that the narrow selfish impulses of
which sadness and doubt are the signs should first be
overcome; and the way to do it is not to resort to the loneliness
of the forest, but to live in the midst of the storm and stress
of social life, doing one's duty without any thought of
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recompense."
2 

There is a conflict in Arjuna's mind between
his emotionalism and duty. The Divine message from ár¢
K¤À¸a through the Bhagavad G¢t¡ resolves this conflict and
makes Arjuna fit for performing his duty to fight. It is really
a case of niÀk¡ma karma when a true KÀatriya fights for a
just cause, not because it excites his instinct but because it
ought to be done as a duty.

Jµ¡nottara Karma

Madhva, the exponent of Dvaita philosophy, is the Indian
thinker who coined the term 'Jµ¡nottara karma.' He is also
known as P£r¸aprajµ¡ or the completely enlightened. The
principal features of his philosophy are its belief in personal
God, its realism and pluralism. He is the author of around
thirty-seven works and his commentary on the G¢t¡ is called
'G¢t¡ Bhasya.' In this book, he is not giving a full interpretation
of the text of the G¢t¡. Instead, he interprets only some verses
of the G¢t¡, which he thought need comment or explanation
and the commentary is reduced to around 385 from 700 verses.
While interpreting the karma yoga of the Bhagavad G¢t¡
(chapter. III. 20) Madhv¡c¡rya introduced the concept of
jµ¡nottara karma and placed it in its rightful place in the
spiritual journey of man. He considered it as the highest stage
of realization. Through this concept he meant the unselfish
continuation of one's duties in the world even after our
realization.

Madhva was of the opinion that the M¡y¡v¡da of áa´kara
actually was a source of inner weakness because it held that
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world is unreal or m¡y¡ and so it undermined the role of a
person's duties towards society in accordance with his status
in life. Though this notion of m¡y¡ was criticized by many
thinkers like Bh¡skara and R¡m¡nuja even before Madhva,
Madhva gave a greater impetus to this attack through this
concept of jµ¡nottara karma. In this he was trying to resolve
the conflict between karma yoga and Jµ¡na yoga. In the words
of Sharma, "Madhva resolves this apparent conflict between
the so-called karma and Jµ¡na m¡rga by enlarging the scope
of karma yoga as understood by áa´kara and raising it to the
level of a way of enlightened action (niÀkamjµ¡nap£rvam
karma). He makes a vigorous plea for enlightened spiritual
activity by all, which cannot be binding in its consequences.
There can be no true wisdom without such activity, at least
for all of us, mortals, and no true karma without enlightenment
and devotion to God."

3

In formulating the above concept of karma, Madhva
interprets the third verse of the third chapter of the Bhagavad
G¢t¡. Jµ¡nottara karma is a broad and liberal concept of karma
as he gave a social dimension of karma through it. He was
giving a clarion call of social service as the greatest moral
responsibility of Jµ¡na. He also put forward examples of some
persons who were enlightened and followed the path of active
karma due to the divine will and they performed their actions
disinterestedly and served the society. Madhva did not consider
karma as a stumbling block in our progress towards
spirituality, but he considered it as an aspect contributing
towards realization. Again, merely by the attainment of
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knowledge, without any humanitarian consideration, one
cannot attain mokÀa. So, by jµ¡nottara karma, Madhva wanted
Jµ¡na to be assisted by karma as he believed service to one's
fellow-being is a moral obligation. So, he considered those
actions which are beneficial to the welfare of others as the
supreme. Thus, by interpreting the G¢t¡, Madhva analyzed the
concept of karma and placed before us the concept of
jµ¡nottara karma which is an ideal of highest realization.

The Bhagavad G¢t¡ holds that the liberated person or the
karma yogin has to work for the good of humanity. According
to the G¢t¡, the doer of good of mankind never suffers here
or hereafter. Karma yoga consists in the selfless pursuit of
the moral good of mankind as service to God.  According
to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, "The whole setting of the G¢t¡ points
out that it is an exhortation to action. Work is inevitable till
we attain freedom. We have to work for the sake of freedom,
and when we attain it, we have to work as instruments of
the divine. Then, of course there is no more work necessary
for preparing the mind or purifying the heart. The freed souls
have no rules to obey, they do what they please, but the vital
point is they do something. The G¢t¡ asks us to act in a way
when action does to bind. The Lord Himself acts for the sake
of humanity. Though from the absolute standpoint He is self-
contained and desireless, He has always something to
accomplish in the world. Even so is Arjuna asked to fight
and do his work. The free souls have also the obligation to
help others to discover the divine in themselves. Service of
humanity is worship of God."

4
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To conclude, we can say that the G¢t¡ through this
concept of loka-saÆgraha is insisting on social duties and
holds that even though the karma yogi is aloof from the
society, he has compassion for all and he works for the benefit
of the whole mankind.
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The Role of Trigu¸as in Ëyurveda

Leena Paily

Introduction

Ëyurveda or the Veda of ËyuÀ (Science of Life) is the
medicine of India coming down traditionally from the earliest
times. Caraka says that it was related by Brahma, the creator,
himself while Su¿ruta goes one step further by stating that
it was delivered even before creation. Generally Ëyurveda is
recognized as an Upaveda related to either Îgveda or
Atharvaveda, Ka¿yapa takes it as the fifth Veda and gives it
the topmost position among them. All this proves its existence
since antiquity as Caraka explicity says it áa¿vata (eternal)
with untraceable beginning.

Even in Pre-Historic India, evidences of medicine are
found. In Harappa and Mohanjo-Daro seals with images of
Lord Pa¿upati (áiva) who is regarded as the first divine
Physician, have been found. Besides there are also found
remains of substances of vegetable, animals and minerals
origin used as drugs. In the Vedas too immense material is
found relating to medicine. The OÀadhi S£kta of the Îgveda
is an important document on ancient Botany and vegetable
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drugs. The miracle of A¿vins show an advanced state of
medicine and surgery. It is further developed by the traditional
healers as seen in the Atharva Veda.

All this was made possible by the rich philosophical
background and the atmosphere of free thinking characteristic
of the UpaniÀadic age. It may be quite pertinent here to throw
some light as the salient features of Ëyurveda which
distinguish it from the other systems of medicine. In fact,
Ëyurveda is not a system of medicine but a dynamic
philosophy of life by which one can attain healthy individual
and social life so as to perform the functions efficiently and
full-fil the social obligations fully at the end to attain perfect
bliss of liberation.

Trigu¸as

M¡y¡ or Prak¤ti is said to consist of the three Gu¸as
known as sattva, Rajas and Tamas. The word Gu¸a is usually
translated in to English as quality, which does not give the
precise meaning of the original. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are
not qualities of M¡y¡ in the same sense that hardness is a
quality of iron or softness of butter, or heat of fire. Three
Gu¸as are ingredients of M¡y¡. They may be compared to
three stands which constitute the rope of M¡y¡ the rope with
which M¡y¡ blinds man to the illusory world, M¡y¡ has no
existence independent of the Gu¸as. The three Gu¸as are
present in varying degrees in all objects, gross of subtle,
including the mind, the Buddhi and Ego.
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The three Gu¸as always exist together. There cannot be
pure Sattva, without Rajas and Tamas or pure Rajas without
Sattva and Tamas, pure Tamas without Sattva and Rajas. The
difference between one being and another, lies in the varing
prepounderances of the Gu¸as. Trigu¸as which means three
qualities, comprise the three properties of the mind. They are
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas and the specific properties related
to these are :

Sattva : Cleanliness, faith in God, Good morals and
intelligence.

Rajas : Overtalking, Ego, Anger, Unhealthy competitions.

Tamas : Fear, absence of knowledge, inadequate knowl-
edge, abnormal sleep, laziness and depression.

Just as DoÀas are the essential energies of the body, the
three Gu¸as, are the three essential energies of the mind.
Genetically determined an individual Psychological character-
istics are dependent on the relative dominance of the three
Gu¸as. In equilibrium, the three Gu¸as maintain a healthy
mind (and indirectly a healthy body). Any disturbances in this
equilibrium results in various types of mental disorders.

Sattva has the characteristics of lightness, consciousness,
pleasure and clarity. It is pure, free from disease and cannot
be disturbed in any way. It is responsible for the perception
of knowledge.

Rajas, the most active of the Gu¸as, has motion and
stimulation as its characteristics. All desires, wishes, ambitions
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and fickle mindness are a result of Rajas. Tamas is
characterized by heaviness and resistance. It causes distur-
bances in perception and other activities of the mind. Delusion,
false knowledge, laziness, apathy, sleep and drowsiness are
aresult of Tamas. The Gu¸as, as with the DoÀas, can be
unbalanced by stress, negative desires, etc. and generally the
demands of everyday life.

Ëyurveda describes people on the basis of their Manasa
(Psychology, controlled by the Gu¸as) and their Prakrti
(constitution, controlled by the DoÀas). The Pancamah¡bh£tas,
TridoÀa and Trigu¸a form the basis of all diagnosis and
treatment procedures in Ëyurveda. Balancing these is the best
way to maintain health and to cure disease caused by physical,
mental or spiritual factors.

Ëyurveda provides a special language for understanding
the primal forces of nature and shows us how to work with
them on all levels. According to Yoga and Ëyurveda, Nature
consists of three primal qualities, which are the main powers
of cosmic intelligence that determine our spiritual growth.
These are called Gu¸as in Sanskrit, meaning "What binds",
because wrongly understood they keep us in bondage to the
external world.

1. Sattva - Intelligence, imparts balance

2. Rajas - Energy, causes imbalance

3. Tamas - Substance, creates inertia

The three Gu¸as are the most subtle qualities of nature
that underlie matter, life and mind. They are the energies
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through which not only the surface mind, but also our deeper
consciousness functions. They are the powers of the soul which
hold the Karmas and desires that propel us from birth to birth.
The Gu¸as adhere in nature herself as her core potential for
diversification.

All objects in the universe consist of various combinations
of the three Gu¸as. Cosmic evolution consists of their mutual
interaction and transformation. The three Gu¸as are one of
the prime themes of Ëyurvedic thought and will occur
throughout the book. They form a deeper level than the three
biological humours and help us understand our mental and
spiritual nature and how it functions.

Ëyurveda helps us greatly by showing how healing
therapies relate to these three Gu¸as. This provides us with
a deep understanding of the healing process and its likely
results. S¡ttvic therapies work through s¡ttvic qualities of love,
peace and non-violance. Rajasic therapies work through
Rajasic qualities of stimulation, energization and agitation.
Tamasic therapies work through Tamasic qualities of sedation,
sleep and grounding. Ëyurvedic therapies are primarily S¡ttvic
and employ Rajasic and Tamasic modalities only under special
circumstances.

Tamas is seldom useful in the healing process except
when required to sedate too high Rajas. For example, a person
in Hysteria, an excess Rajas condition, may require a strong
sedative herb or drug, a Tamasic therapy. In this case Sattva
would be too mild to calm Rajas.
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However, these three stages are not simply different
levels. We all have Tamasic, Rajasic and S¡ttvic factors in
our minds. We all need each of  these three processes in the
same degree. Sattva prevails when we are quiet, peaceful and
content or naturally fall into meditation. When looking at
ourselves we should try to see all three factors in our nature
and behaviour and try to develop our S¡ttvic side.

Ëyurveda is the extraordinary mind body medicine of
India with its great Yogic spiritual tradition, a tremendous
resource for bringing wholeness to all levels of our existence.
It is one of the world's oldest and most complete system of
natural healing, containing great wisdom for all humanity that
all of us should know.

Note:

1. Psychiatry with its use of chemical drugs can be a Tamasic
Therapy. It is mainly useful in cases of excess Rajas in which
the patient can cause harm to himself or others. Drugs can
be useful short term in other high Rajasic conditions like acute
pain or severe anxiety, which may require strong sedation. As
drugs are Tamasic in nature, their long---term effect is to inhibit
Sattva. They must be used only as a last resort or temporary
measure.
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Thullal as Modern Theatre:
Triangulating Kunchan Nambiar's
Thullal with the Ancient, Oriental,
and Modern Perspectives of Theatre

K.R. Upendran

Abstract

The practice and theorization of an art form should go
simultaneously. The attempt of theorization extends the scope
of the art form to another level. It is when an inherent theory
of an art form is tested with widely accepted theories that
make the art form concrete in all means. It creates a space
for the understanding of the art form by another genre of artist
and audience as well. The triangulation of ancient Aristotelian,
oriental N¡¶ya¿¡stra, and contemporary Bertolt Brecht theories
with the performing aspects of Thullal lead to the
understanding of the art form Thullal in a unique perspective.
This article is an attempt to extend the concept of Thullal with
the above-established theories of theatre. The article further
explores the theatrical aspects of Thullal with Bertolt Brecht's
epic form of theatre which shares similar principles. Hence,



it is chosen to extend the possibility of the concept of Thullal
as well. The aesthetics of Kunchan Nambiar's Thullal shall
be looked into on par with these theories.  All the above said
theories will be discussed in comparison to the performance
aspect and role of audiences in detail. The themes explored
are audience experience, style of acting, the state of the actor.

Introduction

Aristotelian and N¡¶ya á¡stra (henceforth NS), two major
schools in theorizing the theatre explore contrasting perspec-
tives of theatre. The Aristotelian school, having Oedipus rex
as the ideal tragedy, speaks about tragedy and part of the
comedy, by which it provides a standpoint on literary works.
Aristotle has discussed the whole subject of poetics and dealt
with theatre as part of poetics.  So Aristotle distinguishes a
non-dramatic form like the epic from tragedy. But to the
contrary, in NS there are no references to any plays, it is more
like enunciative. NS deals with the principles of performances
not with literary qualities.  Bharata Muni has dealt with poetry,
literary forms, and music; all the three as part of N¡¶ya
(drama). NS is working on drama and not on a poetical theory.
There is no distinction between the Da¿ar£pakas (the ten
dramatic genres) from the Pur¡¸as (epic). Bertolt Brecht, is
a German poet, playwright, and theatre director of the 20

th

Century who contributed a theory called 'epic theater'. He
dislikes the idea of identifying with the hero for self-oblivion.
i.e 'losing oneself in the play' He felt that the concept of
catharsis does not make the audience think. He was determined
to extinguish the theatrical illusion connected to the
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Aristotelian concepts. In the 18
th
 century there were classical

and folk art forms in Kerala. Each of these existed in its own
form. The classical art form mainly focused on the artistic
aspect only. The ethos was 'art for art's sake', ensuring that
only the elite understood or empathized with the narrative and
the acting. There could be said to be an element of the abstract
in them. Folk art forms, on the other hand, were meant to
give people a direct medium of expression, in that they were
easily comprehensible, easy to enjoy and the content was easily
accessible to the naive and unsophisticated. Their connection
with social good and evil was tenuous at best. Folk Art form
Thullal founded by Kunchan Nambiar is the best example. By
triangulating the above-said theories with Thullal this paper
positions Thullal art form as Modern. It tries to establish the
unique nature of the art form and its connection to Modern
Theatre.

1. Dramatic form of theater and its classification

Aristotle

The purification theory of Catharsis and the purgation
theory have their viewpoint in analysis. There is no clear
explanation of the whole process involved in Catharsis. But
the explanation is towards conveying what tragedy may do
to us. It is not towards communicating what is tragedy and
what it says. Then it seems to lie in the field of experimental
psychology, not in the literary criticism. Even though the
theories of psychology related to catharsis are not vague, there
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is no certainty that whether it explains what Aristotle intended
to convey. The drawback of the theories is that it is
concentrated on the effect of tragedy on the audience, which
shall be called content connected to the psychology of the
audience. Further, it refers to 'pity and fear' in connection to
the experience of the audience at the time of watching the
performance. The clarification is also not about scenes and
elements in the play. Aristotle's treatise was about the art of
poetry and his focus was not on the audience. But both
psychologists and critics may come in terms in comprehending
the relation of the particular state to the universal level as
embodied in tragedy, which in turn brings a peculiar pleasure.
The aspect 'pity and fear' serves as the object in the learning
process not as the main object.

N¡¶ya á¡stra

The main crux of NS is 'Rasa Theory'. It tells about the
Indian system of emotional arousal. It starts from
'vibh¡v¡nubh¡vasaµc¡risaÆyogat rasa niÀpatti'. Some theories
have tried to unfold the meaning of it. From Abhinava Gupta
and his predecessors Bha¶¶a Lolla¶a, ár¢ áa´kuka, Bha¶¶a
N¡yaka, and many more have tried to explain the meaning
of it. In the Indian context, there is no compartmentalization
like thoughts, feelings, emotions, and intellect as separate: "the
meaning (intellectual and emotional) affects the body like the
fire pervades dry wood; it can vibrate from one heart to another
(or in many, simultaneously) and this becoming (bh¡va) of
meaning leads to the birth of rasa (Gupta 2006)".
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The Indian system of emotional arousal believes that
thought (intellectual processes) may differ at various times,
but the emotional states do not change, it is always in the
subtle consciousness of the human being. Emotional states
mean 'bh¡va'. Sage Bharata classified the bh¡va into three
groups sth¡yi (dominant), vyabhic¡ri (transient), and s¡ttvika
(psychosomatic). The deeply seated emotions shall be
expanded for a while through dramatic actions.  This expanded
state of emotions (experience) is an aesthetic pleasure; hence
this arousal is because of the aesthetic object on the stage.

2. Epic Theatre as contrary to the Dramatic form of theatre

Bertolt Brecht disagreed with the linear storyline, a
suspension of disbelief, and the character developing
progressively. He developed episodic plot structure and
cumulative character development. His main objective was
estrangement with an emphasis on objectivity and reason.
Brecht's play is to make the audience think about the play
and he believed that the drama should help in reforming the
society by which he wants to challenge the common
ideologies. His design creates an effect of blur in the
distinction of life and drama. Because of this, the audience
will reach to an end that requires social action.

Brecht is clear that the audience shouldn't get the
impression that life must be exactly like a theater. Brecht's
suggestion to acting starts from the sentence "All feelings must
be externalized". He objects to one saying that the performance
is not 'powerful', apparently mannered speech. He believed that
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man is not a consistent whole but ever-changing character and
so the acting genre also should correlate with this aspect.

The actor should demonstrate like a bystander just
describing an accident; the actor should remember the first
reaction to the character whom he represents. He should keep
them fresh, then the audience view him from a socially critical
angle.

3. Thullal as Contemporary to Modern Theatre

Thullal's script is in the form of  lyrical poetry. The style
of narration and performance are unique in comparison to other
performing arts. These three elements work collectively rather
than in isolation. The Structure of the performance is derived
through the elements such as rhythm and tempo, specific
objective of the performance namely humour and satire present
in the lyrical poetry. The style of acting is majorly driven by
the style of rendering the lyrical poetry and the mode of the
acting is according to the structure mentioned in it. Their
quintessence is seen in the performance of all the three types
namely Ottan, Seethangan and Parayan. The impact of the art
form on the artist and  the audience is  not dominative.  Both
the entities, the artist and art form, are intertwined as one.
Over all aim of the art form is to give a relief  to the audience
from the mundane through the artistic experience. Thullal artist
enjoys abundance of freedom at the time of performance.

4. Analyzing the Mode of the performance

In the Oriental Concept of theatre performance, the focus
is on the story told, and the characters in the story strengthen
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the objective of the story in the performance. There are many
types of analyzing the performance. But any type chosen
finally falls under two categories, one is presenting the
character and the other is representing the character. The
analysis is done through the 'Internalisation' and 'Externalisation'
processes involved at the time of the performance.

Internalization is the process of dwelling in the sth¡yi
bh¡va of the character for an extended period to express its
nature. For instance, in Koodiy¡ttam, the performer performs
different units (sub-stories) of the character in "pakarn¡ttam".
Pakarn¡ttam is a structure that has sub-stories connected to
the character performed. It helps the performer to convey more
about the "sth¡yi bh¡va" of the character. Because of this, the
performer can perform even the minutest details of the actions
at a finer level. Eyes are known to be the windows to the
soul, they communicate faster than body or speech, and
therefore, even to emphasize the basic idea of a character, the
performer undergoes rigorous training for eyes. It comes under
one of the acting styles where body movements are very
delicate and subtle where the performer doesn't necessarily
have to do bigger movements. The performer stands or sits
while enacting and moves only if needed. These qualities of
acting concretize the character and strengthen the sth¡yi bh¡va
of the sub-story performed. This style of acting expects
expertise among the audience to relish.

Externalization is the style of acting where the performer
uses body movement, gestures, and postures as the main tool.
It is a type of performance that has a line of connection with
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the audience. The style of performance is direct (in terms of line
of connection with the audience). The performer looks at the
audience while performing, which gives the feeling of a dialogue
happening at the moment. Both the performer and the audience
are then present in the moment at the time of the performance.
This style of the art form makes the audience think of the past
and analyze the future while watching the performance. The
acting style, therefore, is a one-man performance; the performer
assumes that the audience (while maintaining eye contact) is the
opposite character for the time being and indulges in conversa-
tion through gestures and dialogue.

For instance, if you examine Kaly¡¸asougandhikam,
Bheema comments about Nair's attitude, then after having a
conversation with k¡tt¡l (a man living in the forest), he
prostrates in front of Brahmins. There is a reference to sadya
(Kerala meals) in it. Not only this, he mentions the names
of the trees in the forest (in the Kerala region). The uniqueness
of Kunchan Nambiar is that a simultaneous feel of Pur¡¸a
as well as Kerala is alive while watching the performance.
But as a whole, we see a sporadic nature in the lyrics which
is resonated in the style of performance in the following way.

1. The v¡cika is in a typical rhythm --- v¤ttam.

2. For a line, there shall be one or two mudras, with a
maximum of three or four.

3. In a line, the mudr¡ of the word which conveys the main
essence of the line is performed or starting mudra and
end mudra.
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Decoding Concepts of Classic Theatre, Epic Theatre, and
Nambiar's Theatre1

The following table decodes how theories expect the
audience to be during and after the performance - in one case
it treats the audience as a strong emotional construct, the
audience comes to the auditorium to immerse in a unique
emotional journey which may result in the purgation of
emotion (catharsis) and other in a different sense as aesthetic
pleasure (brahm¡nandasahodara

2
);. In another case, the

audience are treated as conveyers who have to carry out the
objective of the play and initiate the same into action in the
society and yet another case, Kunchan Nambiar views his
audience as an individual with autonomy and wants to actively
engage them in a lively conversation through his aesthetic/
artistic poetry, that reflects life and society, without endorsing
discrimination between the performer and the audience - this
can be seen in his construction of lyrical poetry and the style
of the performance adopted.

When we see the major theories like Aristotelian, N¡¶ya
á¡stra ---their processes and core principles mostly suit the
elite, who are free from the problems of social constraints like
economy, class, and caste. All these theories set a benchmark
in terms of design, literature, performance, style, and forms.
Any art form shall fall into this aesthetics, but I chose Brecht
because there is some similar line of connection with
Nambiar's concept of aesthetics. When we come to the
postmodern theatre, it has many experimented out of these
theories; still, it is on. But when we come to Brecht, he views
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the audience as a sample from the society who shall initiate
social action. Kunchan Nambiar created an art form mainly
for laymen with a concern about social upheavals. His works

Dramatic Form of Epic Form of Kunchan Nambiar
Theater (Aristotle & theatre (Brecht)* concept of theatre
N¡¶ya á¡stra)*

Implicates the spectator Turns the spectator Spectators are alive
in a stage situation. into an observer, as they are. but active.

Wears down the Arouses spectator's Relaxing the spectator
spectator's power power of action from the existing
of action. life situation

The human being is The human being is The human being is
taken for granted the object of inquiry connected to the story

and reality of life.

Spectator is unalterable Spectator himself is The spectator is made
alterable and able to aware of the irrational
alter. acceptance that prevails

in society.

Eyes on the finish Eyes on the course Eyes on the engagement
and entertainment -
social upheavals as
the base.

One scene makes Each scene for Each content in the
the succeeding scene itself - montage. unit of the story is both
grow. the character's as well

as the reality of life.

Performer enjoys Performer enjoys/is Performer enjoys much
less freedom aware of his freedom more freedom as

while performing. sportsperson exercises.
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are in terms of performance and literature both social and
aesthetic.

Kunchan Nambiar is unique as he directly doesn't fit in
any one of the major theories, but has deliberately taken a
position and evolved a new theory. Then Kunchan Nambiar
shall be called 'socio aesthetic' by all means. He doesn't wish
to create a dramatic world but to make aware of 'drama' in
and of the world.

After going through the above analysis about the Aristotle
concept, the Greek plays are called 'empathy drama'.

Brecht through his theory of "epic theatre" preferred his
plays shall be called 'dialectical drama'.

In every aspect of Kunchan Nambiar's theatre, the artist
enjoys freedom in exploring spontaneity and bringing any
aspect in his lyrical poetry and as well as in the performance
to maintain the alertness, curiosity, and interest among the
audience throughout the play. So, the researcher has preferred
to coin a terminology ---'sporadic drama' to refer to the art
form Thullal. Sporadic nature is connecting link to the Modern
Theatre concept. Hence Modern Theatre performance and
content are connected to the conflict of the Self, Politico, and
Social issues. An Actor's training program derived from the
Thullal training will certainly add a newer dimension to the
existing. The status of the Audience presumed by Kunchan
Nambiar also pertinently matches with the principle mentioned
in the Modern Theatre theories.
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Notes
1

James Laughlin, 1959 has explored Aristotle and Brecht and researcher
Upendra K.R. has extended the 3rd column based on his analysis on
Kunchan Nambiar's concept.

2
Rasa Ga´g¡dhara (Bharatheeya K¡vya¿¡stra: Part XVII)- V S Bhaskara
Panicker.
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Marriage - The Concept in
Sanskrit Language

Sradha Hari

Abstract

A language spoken by a people indicates their culture.
Despite this, when a culture that a language depicts is
discussed, only its literature is discussed, rather than the words
themselves.

Similarly, while the concept of marriage according to
different Sanskrit ¿¡stras (like v…®…«∂……∫j…) and EÚ…¥™…-s is analysed
extensively, the idea that is reflected in the Sanskrit language-
its words- itself is not studied significantly. This paper
attempts to fill the gap.

For doing this, the etymologies of several Sanskrit words
which means 'marriage ceremony' are examined thoroughly.
These etymological meanings are then compared with their
usages in authentic texts so as to understand their connotation.
Based on the analysis, conclusions are drawn on how Sanskrit
language views the institution of marriage. The paper also aims
at addressing the question of how ∞¸ f¯ differs from ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«
with special reference to marriage related words.



Keywords

Sanskrit, Marriage ceremony, yaugik¡¤tha, r£dhyartha

1. Introduction

Wilhelm von Humboldt observed in 1903 that "Each
language contains a characteristic world view". Similarly,
Edward Sapir, in 1949, remarked that "Language is a guide
to 'social reality'" (as quoted in Wierzbicka 1992: 3,4).
Studying a language reveals several interesting aspects of the
culture that is embedded in it. Despite this, when a culture
that a language depicts is discussed, only its literature is
discussed, rather than the words themselves. Similarly, while
the concept of marriage according to different Sanskrit ∂……∫j…-
s (like v…®…«∂……∫j…-s) and EÚ…¥™…-s is analysed extensively, the
idea that is reflected in the Sanskrit language- its words- itself
is not studied significantly.

This paper analyses Sanskrit words which mean
<marriage ceremony>

1
, so as to understand the institution of

marriage, as depicted in the language.
2  

Initially the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-
s of several Sanskrit words which means <marriage ceremony>
are analysed. These ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-s are then compared with their
usages in a selection of corpus, for understanding the
connotation of the word. If <marriage ceremony>is the ∞¸f¬̄™…l…«
of any word, then the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« will be compared to the ∞¸f¬̄™…l…«,
for understanding the link between them. Here, the paper also
addresses the question of how ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« differs from ∞¸f¬̄™…l…« with
special reference to <marriage ceremony>. At the end, all the
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words are brought together and analysed to understand the
overall concept of marriage that is reflected in the language.

2. Literature Review

Sanskrit is known for depicting concepts rather than
objects. Humboldt wrote in 1903: "In Sanskrit the elephant
is sometimes called the twice-drinker, otherwise the double-
toothed one, otherwise still the one-provided-with-a-hand,
many different concepts are designated, even though the same
object is meant. For the language does not represent objects
but rather the concept which, in the process of speech, have
been formed by the mind independent of those objects." (as
quoted in Wierzbicka 1992: 5)

Also, J. L. Kamboj in his book Semantic Change in
Sanskrit, analyses a few words which mean <marriage
ceremony> and makes the following remark: "The original
sense of the words upayamana, udv¡ha and viv¡ha, along with
the verbal forms of /vah, used in the later Sanskrit literature
for the sacred ceremony of marriage shows that marriage at
an early stage in the Aryan society was only an act of seizing,
laying hold of, carrying away etc. of a woman." (Kamboj 2017:
55)

But since these comments are made only on the basis
of the study of a limited number of words, they are insufficient
to portray the whole idea of the ceremony of marriage.  This
paper attempts to fill the gap.
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3. Methodology

For writing the paper several Sanskrit words which mean
<marriage ceremony> are collected from a selection of
Sanskrit EÚ…‰∂…-s as the first step. Then their ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-s are
derived with the help of ¥™……EÚÆ˙h… rules and the Sanskrit
dictionaries. Next, their usages in a specific set of Sanskrit
corpora are identified. These usages are then compared with
their ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-s. Later, all the concepts which these words
denote are analysed together, for deriving conclusions.

Selection of EÚ…‰∂…-s and Dictionaries

● The following are the EÚ…‰∂…-s from which the words are
taken for the research (Patkar 1981):

i) +®…Æ˙EÚ…‰∂…& [x……®… ±…R¬ÛM……x…÷∂……∫…x…®…¬] [5
th
 to 10

th
 century CE]

ii) Ω˛±……™…÷v…EÚ…‰∂…& [10
th
 century CE]

iii) ¥…ËV…™…xi…“EÚ…‰∂…& [12
th
 century CE]

iv)  j…EÚ…hb˜∂…‰π…& [12
th
 century CE]

v) + ¶…v……x… S…xi……®… h…& [Late 12
th
 Century CE]

The five are chosen due to their prominence and
accessibility among all the existing EÚ…‰∂…-s.

● The dictionaries which are referred for the research are
as follows:

i) ¥……S…∫{…i™…®…¬ [Around 17
th
 century CE]

ii) ∂…§n˘EÚ±{…p÷̆®…& [Mid-17
th
 century CE]
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iii) Apte's -The Students' Sanskrit-English Dictionary [19th
century CE]

iv) Monier Williams'- Sanskrit-English Dictionary [1972]

v) ∂…§n˘-∫……M…Æ˙& [1991]

They are primarily chosen based on their popularity and
reliability. The set is opted also due on the fact that they belong
to different time eras, so that all the possible changes in the
meaning with time, if any, can be traced.

Selection of Literature

The set of literature which is used for in the study isas
follows:

i) < i…Ω˛…∫…-s
ii) {…\S…®…Ω˛…EÚ…¥™…-s

< i…Ω˛…∫…-s and EÚ…¥™…-s can best reflect the social realities
and beliefs of a particular time period. Hence, the two genres
have been chosen. From among them, the {…\S…®…Ω˛…EÚ…¥™…-s are
chosen due to their prominence and ease of availability among
all the existing EÚ…¥™…-s.

Selection of Data

Amongst the words which are identified by the EÚ…‰∂…-s,
the ones which are also identified by either the dictionaries
or the literature or both, in the meaning of <marriage
ceremony>, will only be considered for the paper. This is
because, only the dictionary meaning or the usages of the word
can explain its connotation.
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Further, for understanding the ¥™……EÚÆ˙h…-rules, the paper
primarily relies on +π]ı…v™……™…“∫…⁄j…-s with the  ∫…r˘…xi…EÚ…Ë®…÷n˘“
commentary. Sometimes, ∫…⁄j…-s from =h…… n˘{……`ˆ are also referred.
If detailed description is needed, EÚ… ∂…EÚ…¥…fi k…, ®…Ω˛…¶……π™…,
±…P…÷ ∫…r˘…xi…EÚ…Ë®…÷n˘“, §……±…®…x……‰Æ˙®……, x™……∫…, {…n˘®…\V…Æ˙“ and i…i¥…§……‰ v…x…“ are
also referred.

List of the Words

As per the EÚ…‰∂…-s and data selection method mentioned
above, the sample set of words which will be analysed in the
paper are as follows:

 ¥…¥……Ω˛&, ={…™…®…&, {… Æ˙h…™…&, =n¬̆¥……Ω˛& ={…™……®…&, {…… h…{…“b˜x…®…¬,
n˘…Æ˙{… Æ˙O…Ω˛, n˘…Æ˙EÚ®…«, EÚÆ˙O…Ω˛&,  x…¥…‰∂…&, n˘…Æ˙∫…R¬ÛO…Ω˛&, {…… h…O…Ω˛&, ¥……v…÷C™…∆

4. Understanding the Connotations

This section deals with identifying the connotation of the
words by analysing and comparing their ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-s and usages.
Further, the strength of the relation between their ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-s
and the ∞¸f¬̄™…l…«-s, and the ∂… HÚ residing in them will also be
recognized. The strength or weakness of the relation will be
judged based on the factors which limit or widen the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«-
s that results in the ∞¸f¬̄™…l…«-s. It is judged also based on the
number of steps which are involved in drawing the same.

For want of space, this method is illustrated in detail only
for the word- ¥…¥……Ω˛. For the rest of the words, the findings will
be presented in a summary form in the Table 1.
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1)  ¥…¥……Ω˛& ({…÷.)

Usages in literature

i) +l……Ëπ…v…“x……®… v…{…∫™… ¥…fir˘…Ë  i…l……Ë S… V…… ®…j…M…÷h……Œx¥…i……™……®…¬*
∫…®…‰i…§…xv…÷ÃΩ˛®…¥……x∫…÷i……™……  ¥…¥……Ω˛n˘“I…… ¥… v…®…x¥… i…π`ˆi…¬** [E÷Ú®……Æ˙∫…®¶…¥…®…¬-
7-1]

ii) x……x……  S…j…EÚl……∂S……x™……  ¥…∑…… ®…j…∫…®……M…®…‰*
V……x…C™……∂S…  ¥…¥……Ω∆̨ S…v…x…÷π…∂S…  ¥…¶…‰n˘x…®…¬* [Æ˙…®……™…h…®…¬-1-3-11]

iii) ∫…∆v™……∫…Æ˙…M…& EÚE÷Ú¶……‰  ¥…¶……M…&  ∂…¥…… ¥…¥……Ω‰̨  ¥…¶…÷x……™…®…‰¥…*
 n˘M¥……∫…∫…… {…⁄¥…«®…¥…Ë ®… {…÷π{… ∫…xn⁄̆ Æ˙EÚ…{…¥…« h… {…™…«v…… ™…** [x…Ëπ…v…“™…S… Æ˙i…®…¬-
22-11]

Comparison with the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« and identification of the
type of ∂… HÚ

™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«&

The word " ¥…¥……Ω˛&' is derived from a v……i…÷ -¥…Ω˛-. In the word,
the v……i…÷, is with an ={…∫…M…« (prefix) - ¥…- and a |…i™…™… (suffix)
-P…\…¬-.  The meaning of the v……i…÷ -¥…Ω˛- is <to carry/lead>

2
 and

is added to a suffix -P…\…¬- by the -+π]ı…v™……™…“∫…⁄j… -¶……¥…‰-. Here,
the suffix signifies <the action> and the prefix - ¥…- signifies
the quality of it being <special>. Therefore, the meaning that
is suggested by its components or by the ™……‰M…∂… HÚ is <the action
of specially carrying>.

So, the meaning <marriage ceremony> is its ∞¸f¬̄™…l…«. Now,
the question is, whether this ∞¸f¬̄™…l…« has any connection to its
™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« i.e. the meaning <the action of specially carrying>.
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It is commonly found in the contexts of the usages of
the word, after the ceremony of marriage, the husband carries
[takes] the wife to his home. So here, the carrying denoted
by the ™……‰M…∂… HÚ can be this action of carrying.

The existence of the word " ¥…¥……‰f¯…', which is used in the
sense of <husband> and ">f¯…', which is used in the sense of
<wife>, can also support this. The ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« of the word " ¥…¥……‰f¯…'
is <the one who carries/leads>, and that of word ">f¯…' is <the
one who is being carried/led>. Therefore, the EÚi……« and the
object EÚ®…« of the action of carrying, which is denoted by its
™……‰M…∂… HÚ, can be the husband and the wife respectively.

Therefore, the word can be an example of ™……‰M…∞¸f¯&, with
™……‰M…∞¸f¬¯™…l…« <the action of husband carrying the wife to his house
after marriage>.

In addition to this, the v……i…÷ - ¥…Ω¬˛-, also means <to hold
responsibility>. Therefore, the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« of the word can also
be <the action of holding responsibility>.  This ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« also,
seems to have a relation with its ∞¸f¬̄™…l…« <marriage ceremony>.
According to +…∏…®…v…®…«-s, a man in the first +…∏…®…, who is a
•…¿S……Æ˙“, doesn't have any responsibilities towards his society
and family. His responsibilities

3
 start only once he gets

married, which marks his entry into the next +…∏…®…, which
is M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®…. Here, one of his main responsibilities is (expected
to) to protect and nourish his wife.

4

Therefore, a word with ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«, <the action of holding
responsibility> is used in the sense of <marriage ceremony>,
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because it marks the beginning of a man holding responsibility
of protecting his wife.

So, the word can be ™……‰M…∞¸f¯ with ™……‰M…∞¸f¬¯™…l…« <the action
of husband holding the responsibility, which is his wife>.

In both the cases, relation between the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« and the
∞¸f¬̄™…l…« is strong, since the delimiting factor is strong and the
number of steps involved in less.

The following table summarises the details of the
remaining words:

Table 1

S. Word ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…«(s) ∞¸f¯¨l…«(s) Relation ∂… HÚ& Connotation
No. between

™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« &
∞¸f¯¨l…«

2. ={…™…®…& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) of making ceremony where the husband

something Or makes wife his own
one's own
Or ™……‰M…&
The action
of husband
making wife
his own

3. ={…™……®…& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) of making ceremony where the husband

something Or makes wife
one's own his own
Or ™……‰M…&
The action
of husband
making wife
his own
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4. {… Æ˙h…™…& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) of leading ceremony where the husband

around leads the wife
around the fire.

5. =u˘…Ω˛& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰ M…EÚ∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) of leading ceremony where the husband

upwards/ leadsthe wife to
lifting up the next higher

+…∏…®….

6. {…… h…{…“b˜x…®…¬ The acting Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The action of
(x…{…÷.) of taking or ceremony groom taking the

holding hand bride's hand for
Or the first time
The place
where the
hand is taken

7. n˘…Æ˙∫…∆O…Ω˛& The action of Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) getting a wife ceremony through / in which

Or Or a husband gets
Through / in Or a wife(s)
which one ™……‰M…&
gets a No
wife(s) ∞¸f¯¨l…«

8. {…… h…O…Ω˛h…®…¬ The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The place where
({…÷.) of taking ceremony groom takes the

hand Or bride's hand for the
Or Or first time
The place ™……‰M…&
where the No
hand is taken ∞¸f¯¨l…«

9. n˘…Æ˙{… Æ˙O…Ω˛& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) of getting ceremony through / in which

a wife Or the husband gets
Or Or a wife(s)
Through / in ™……‰M…&
which one No
gets a wife(s) ∞¸f¯¨l…

10. n˘…Æ˙EÚ®…«& The action Marriage Weak ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& Marriage
({…÷.) which ceremony ceremony

involves wife.
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11. EÚÆ˙O…Ω˛& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony
({…÷.) of taking of ceremony where the groom
Or hand Or takes the bride's
{…… h…O…Ω˛& Or hand for the first
({…÷.) The place ™……‰M…& time

where the
hand is taken

12.  x…¥…‰∂…& The action Marriage Strong ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& The ceremony of
({…÷.) of entering ceremony entering into

M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®…
Or
The ceremony
where the wife
enters into the
husband's house for
the first time
Or
The ceremony
where a daughter is
delivered to a man,
by her father

13. ¥……v…÷C™…®…¬ The action Marriage Weak ™……‰M…∞¸ f¯& Marriage
({…÷.) of a wife ceremony ceremony

5. Analysis of the Concepts

This section presents a close examination of all the ideas
of marriage that are observed in these words, so as to
understand the overall idea of marriage the language
represents.

● According to the word " ¥…¥……Ω˛&', marriage is about the
act of the husband taking the wife to his home. By doing
so the husband also takes up the responsibility of
protecting the wife. This concept is evident even in the
∂……∫j…-s. For example, all throughout the ®…x…÷∫®…fi i…, a
woman is considered as a one who should be protected
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by a man
5
. In the second stage of her life, it is the duty

of a husband to take care of her, may be because the
father is no more capable of doing so.

● The words "={…™…®…&' and "={…™……®…&' indicate that through
the ceremony the husband is making the wife his own.
The presence of the words like "n˘…Æ˙∫…∆O…Ω˛&' or "n˘…Æ˙{… Æ˙O…Ω˛&',
along with the absence of words like "{… i…∫…∆O…Ω˛&' or
"{… i…{… Æ˙O…Ω˛&' also reveals that the ownership relation is
unidirectional and not bidirectional.

● As the words "=n¬˘¥……Ω˛&' and " x…¥…‰∂…&' suggest, this can also
mark the entry of the man and the woman to their next
stage of life, which is M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®…. In this stage of life,
it is the +…∏…®…v…®…« of a man to perform {…\S…®…Ω˛…™…Y…-s. For
doing this he needs the support of a wife. Also, the duty
of a woman in the M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®… is to support her husband
in doing so. Because of this reason, the man has to marry
a woman. So, marriage is not the reason for their entry
into M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®…, it is the need to perform the duties in
the +…∏…®… that necessitates a marriage.

● Also, the word "{…… h…O…Ωh…®…¬' or "EÚÆ˙O…Ω˛&' may be used in
the sense of <marriage ceremony> due to the high
importance of the ritual {…… h…O…Ω˛h… has in the ceremony.
{…… h…O…Ω˛h… is the ritual in which the husband and the wife
are supposed to have physical contact with each, for the
first time. So, importance for this ritual may also indicate
the importance that the physical union plays in the
relationship. Further, while analyzing the words which
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mean <wife> and <husband>, it is evident that one of
the main purposes of marriage was producing offspring.
The same might be the reason why physical union is
given significance.

● Another word which represents a ritual in the ceremony
is "{… Æ˙h…™…&'. It can denote the ritual of +ŒMx…|…n˘ I…h…… in
the ceremony.

Thus, the concepts which the words meaning <marriage
ceremony> indicate can be concluded as follows:

● It is a ceremony in which the husband takes the wife
to his house.

● It is a ceremony where the husband takes up the
responsibility of protecting the wife.

● It is ceremony through which the husband gets the
ownership of the wife.

● The ceremony after performing which the man and the
woman are equipped to do their duties in the second
stage of their lives.

● The ceremony after which they are supposed to have
physical union so as to produce offspring.

The main purposes of the institution being:

● Protecting a woman

● To be able to do duties in M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®…
● Producing an offspring
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6. Conclusion

By deriving the connotations of the words, the paper
demonstrates how the ™……Ë M…EÚ…l…« of a word is related to its usages
in the Sanskrit language. For most of the Sanskrit words which
mean <marriage ceremony>, there is a strong link between
them.

Languages are nothing but symbols of the society in
which they evolved. So, these Sanskrit words are the
reflections of the ancient Indian society. Thus, it is evident
from the findings that the society viewed marriage as an
institution where the husband owns and takes the wife to his
home, to protect her, produce offspring and to do the duties
in M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏…®….

The fact that the paper has only used a limited number
of EÚ…‰∂…-s and literature for the research, gives further scope
to it. Also, the several other words related to marriage, like
words meaning <wife>,<husband>,<family>,<mother>,<father>
etc. could also be analysed for better understanding of the
institution of marriage. Further, the concepts can be compared
with studies on the same in v…®…«∂……∫j…-s, to check whether they
reflect the same ideas.
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Notes
1

In the paper, words will be given in single quotes 'X' and
its meaning will be in ankle brackets<X>.

2 ¥…Ω¬̨ |……{…h…‰
3

3rd and 4th chapter of ®…x…÷∫®…fi i… prescribes in detail the
responsibilities of a M…fiΩ˛∫l……∏… ®…, in which taking care of the
family in one among.

4 <®…∆  Ω˛ ∫…¥…«¥…h……«x……∆ {…∂™…xi……‰ v…®…«®…÷k…®…®…¬*
™…i…xi…‰ Æ˙ I…i…÷∆ ¶……™……» ¶…i……«Æ˙…‰ n÷˘§…«±…… + {…** (®…x…÷∫®…fi i…&-9-6)

5  {…i…… Æ˙I… i… EÚ…Ë®……Æ‰˙ ¶…i……«˙I… i…™……Ë¥…x…‰*
Æ˙I…Œxi… ∫l… ¥…Æ‰̇ {…÷j…… x… ∫j…“ ∫¥……i…xj™…®…Ω«̨ i…** (®…x…÷∫®…fi i…&-9-3)
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i…k¥…®… ∫… < i… ®…Ω˛…¥……C™…∫™… ∫…®…“I……

b˜….  V…. S…xp˘∂…‰J…Æ˙ |…¶…÷

""i…k¥…®… ∫…'' <i…“n∆˘ ®…Ω˛…¥……C™…∆ ∫……®…¥…‰n˘…xi…M…«i…∆ UÙ…xn˘…‰M™……‰{… x…π…i∫l…∆
¶…¥… i…*  ∫…fiπ]‰ı& |……E¬Ú BEÚ®…‰¥…… u˘i…“™…∆ •…¿ {…Æ˙®…¬ +…∫…“i…¬*  |……{…Œ\S…EÚ… x…
x……®…∞¸{…… h… x… EÚ…x™…{™……∫…x…¬*  <n˘…x…“®… {… +l……«i…¬ ∫…fiπ]‰ı& {…∂S……n˘ {… ∫……
{…Æ˙®……i®…∫…k……  x…Ã¥…EÚ…Æ˙∞¸{…‰h… x……®…Æ˙ Ω˛i…‰x… + u˘i…“™…¶……¥…‰x… ¶……∫…i…‰*

""i…k¥…®… ∫…'' <i™…™…∆ ®…xj…¶……M…& UÙ…xn˘…‰M™……‰{… x…π… n˘ ®…xj…‰π…÷ +x™…⁄x…i…™……
+x… i… Æ˙HÚi…™…… S… o˘∂™…i…‰* ™…l……--

1) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 8, ®…xj…& - 7
2) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 9, ®…xj…& - 4
3) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 10, ®…xj…& - 3
4) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 11, ®…xj…& - 3
5) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 12, ®…xj…& - 3
6) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 13, ®…xj…& - 3
7) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 14, ®…xj…& - 3
8) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 15, ®…xj…& - 3
9) +v™……™…& - 6, J…hb˜& - 16, ®…xj…& - 3

"i…k¥…®… ∫…' < i… ®…Ω˛…¥……C™…∫l…∆ "i…i…¬' < i… {…n∆˘  x…Ã¥…EÚ…Æ˙∫¥…∞¸{……∆
{…Æ˙®……i®…∫…k……∆ ∫…⁄S…™… i…*   V…Y……∫…÷∆ |…i™…‰¥… J…±…÷ M…÷Ø˚& ®…Ω˛…¥……C™…®…¬ ={… n˘∂… i…*
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 ∂…π™…∞¸{…‰h… n‰˘Ω‰˛Œxp˘™……i®…x…… Œ∫l…i…∆  ∂…π™……n÷˘{… Æ˙ ∫…n˘… |…EÚ…∂…®……x……∆ §……‰v…∫…k……®…¬
B¥… <Ω˛ "i¥…®…¬' < i… {…n‰̆x…  ¥…¥…I™…i…‰*  |…{…\S…∫…fiπ]‰ı& {…⁄¥…» ™…… ∫…k…… +…∫…“i…¬
∫…… ∫…k…… i…l…… S…  ∂…π™…∂…Æ˙“Æ‰̇ |…EÚ…∂…®……x…… §……‰v…∫…k…… S… BEÚ… +Œ∫i… <i™…‰i…n‰̆¥…
+x…‰x… "+ ∫…' < i… {…n‰̆x… = q˘∂™…i…‰*  B¥…∆ "+ ∫…' < i… {…n∆̆
V…“¥……i®…{…Æ˙®……i®…x……‰& B‰C™…∆ |… i…{……n˘™… i…*  Bi…i…¬ B‰C™…∆ ∫……I……iE÷ÚØ˚ <i™…‰i…n‰˘¥…
i…k¥…®… ∫… < i… ¥……C™…‰x……x…‰x… M…÷Ø˚&  ∂…π™…®…¬ ={… n˘∂… i…* B¥…∆ i…i…¬ •…¿,  ∂…π™…&
i¥…®…¬ + ∫…-¶…¥… ∫… < i… +∫™… ®…Ω˛…¥……C™…∫™… +…∂…™…&*

<n∆̆ ®…Ω˛…¥……C™…∆ UÙ…xn˘…‰M™……‰{… x…π… n˘ ¥…i…«®……x……™……∆ ""∫… ™… Bπ……‰% h…®…Ëi…n˘…i®™… ®…n∆̆
∫…¥…» i…i∫…i™…∆ ∫… +…i®…… i…k¥…®… ∫… ∑…‰i…E‰Úi……‰ < i… ¶…⁄™… B¥… ®……
¶…M…¥……Œx¥…Y……{…™…Œi¥… i… i…l…… ∫……‰®™…‰ i… Ω˛…‰¥……S…''1 ∏…÷i……Ë +xi…¶…«¥… i…*
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